
Kerstin’s “Learning Case” - Susanne 
 

Leadership Practice 
 

Client’s First Name:  Susanne 

Name for This Practice: Be more authentic 

Current Behavior Desired Behavior 

Listens to everyone’s opinions, wants and 
needs. Trying to moderate between the 
different, strong, opinionated people and hold 
myself back – not stating my 
opinion/perspective. I withdraw, trying to say 
something to lower the tension. 
 
Never take a decision or take a stand up-front 
– always say; we bring that with us or I have to 
think a bit about this…  

Listen to the other’s input and state my own 
opinion or at least share how my thinking 
goes – what I consider regarding a certain 
topic. Let people be upset…Ask what their 
ideas for a solution are and if there is 
anything I can do. 
 
Summarize the discussion and, based on that 
and my own viewpoint, state what I believe is 
the best way forward.  
 

Current Mindset Desired Mindset 

I have no power to solve this – what shall I do? 

I must see to that everyone is happy and 

balance the group 

 

We can find a solution together – curious 
what ideas they have? 
 
People can balance themselves and tolerate 
the conflict/uneasiness 
 

Primary Action Arena:  Leading team 

Type of Agility:  Context-setting agility and stakeholder agility 

Shift in Agility Level:  from expert/achiever to achiever/catalyst 

Capacities to Develop:  

Context setting agility – Help the team frame discussions, looking up and seeing the bigger 

picture and trust that she has a broader more complex and both long- and short-term 

perspective that the rest of the team would benefit from. Develop the culture in the team and 

build their strategic capacity. 

Stakeholder agility  

Stakeholder understanding – Learn to put herself in others’ shoes 

Power style – balance accommodative and assertiveness. She could certainly be more 

assertive. 

 

 



Level of Reflective Action to Develop:  

Awareness: A robust reflective capacity – to take a step back when team members have 

conflicting views and see the context, make connections and see relationships. Today she 

takes it all into herself and draws the conclusion that she should solve it. She takes on 

everyone’s affects, and she can’t think/becomes confused. 

Intent: To achieve desired outcomes for valued institutions and start creating satisfying human 

contexts that enable sustained achievement of desired outcomes. 

For Susanne I see that she could facilitate the discussions in the team better if she focuses 

more on the outcome that would be of value for a certain valued institution (could be the group 

of partners, a specific business area etc.) and focus more on developing the culture in the 

team. 

 

Relevant Background 
 

Client’s Role in the Organization:  CEO 

Type of Organization (e.g., for or non-profit, industry):  Professional service – accounting and 

consulting 

Motivation for Coaching:   

After 4 years as CEO she now wants to focus on developing her leadership – becoming more 

authentic and comfortable in being more straight forward, trusting her own judgement. 

Context/situation:  The company has approx. 1500 employees spread out over 29 local 

offices in Sweden, are owned by the 200 partners who also are the “customer/business 

owners”.  

Leadership and line organizations have always been lower rated in terms of influence and 

power than the partners and there is a struggle between partners and line managers (dual 

hierarchy) which has become a burning issue for the management team the last year.  

The company needs to take on a lot of changes – the digital revolution in this branch is very 

fast, the market competition is tough, and there is a lack of competence. All this means that 

there have to be key people and staff functions, who are willing to drive the changes and take 

leadership also in the group of partners – risking losing their face. One of the difficulties they 

face is that too many partners (in Stockholm) that have developed a good business don’t 

support the changes and they constantly raise their voice - criticizing and complaining about 

the management team, specially the staff functions. Thereby undermining the management 

team’s and the staff function’s authority in leading the change. This conflict is also present in 

the mgmt. team – some members don’t like that the staff functions have so much power. 

Susanne has been CEO for 4 years. The former CEO had a totally different style – more “iron 

fist”/my way or the highway, very determined, confident and had the role for 15 years. Susanne 

came from one of the smaller local offices and had no experience or leadership training for 

taking on the role. To her support she had the HR manager who worked closely with the former 

CEO. She is a strong, thinking oriented, fast expert/achiever, decision-maker and careerist.  



Soon after Susanne became the CEO the HR manager was appointed vice president (vice 

CEO?). Susanne has been very dependent on her which makes the work in the management 

team very difficult. She is now beginning to see that and wants to stand more on her own feet, 

and that creates huge tension in their relationship. Susanne has a more “soft”, people oriented, 

wanting “everyone to be happy”, involving, accommodative style and wants to listen to the 

team and the organization before she takes a decision. Her leadership style has been a 

challenge for the management team as well as for the organization, and people are 

complaining about her indecisiveness and wondering who actually have the power – the CEO 

or the vice president?  

Challenge:  What led you to use this “case” for receiving feedback? In helping this person 

develop their desired behavior and mindset for this practice, in what way do you feel 

challenged or unsure of the best way to proceed?  Please be as specific as possible.    

I choose this case because I need some help to see how to support Susanne to zoom out, look 

at her team and the organization as a system and use herself in a better way. She has a 

tendency to listen to other people and let them steer her and thereby she lose her own voice 

and become confused. She often talks about herself in terms of having a brain that is like a ball 

of yarn – which is not true, she is sharp and has a broad perspective, reflecting on herself and 

what’s going on. But different from the vice president and some of the other leaders in the 

organization with a strong voice. In the beginning I went with her more into the relational side of 

issues, but I think it would be of more value for her to be more “thinking oriented” and trust her 

judgement and perspectives. But I’m not sure.   

 

Feedback:  What kind of feedback would be of greatest value to you?   

It would be great to get some feedback and input regarding my belief in focusing more on 

developing the context setting agility. 

 

 


